
 BBC Essex - The Dave Monk Pub Quiz competition  
 
Privacy Notice  
 
All entrants must supply their answer to the question, their name, general location and a contact telephone 
number. Winners will need to provide their address in order to receive their prize. The BBC will only ever use 
this personal data for the purposes of administering this competition, and will not publish them or provide 
them to anyone else without your seeking your prior permission. The BBC is the data controller of this 
personal data and complies with applicable data protection legislation when handling this data. The BBC 
processes the personal data of all entrants on the basis of its legitimate business interest. The BBC holds for 
the data of unsuccessful entrants for the duration of the competition. Winner’s details will be kept for 
regulatory purposes for a period of two years. For more information on how the BBC uses your information 
and your rights with regards your data please refer to http://www.bbc.co.uk/privacy or contact 
essex@bbc.co.uk  
 
Terms and Conditions  
 
1. The competition is open to all residents of the UK, including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, aged 
18 or over except BBC or BBC Group Company employees, their close relatives or anyone connected with the 
competition. Proof of identity and eligibility may be required.  
 
2. The competition will run on Friday afternoons on BBC Essex between 1 and 2pm as part of Dave Monk's 
show on BBC Essex.  
 
3. Listeners will be invited to phone in to answer questions on air about features that have been in the news 
and/or on Dave's show during the week. The person who can answer the most questions in a row that week 
wins a Dave Monk glass tankard.  
 
Listeners will be told the time the lines will open. The first listener to call through at this time will go to air, 
and then asked the initial question from Dave and if they get that right, they will be asked an additional 
question, receiving a new question each time they get a correct answer. This will continue until an incorrect 
answer is given. The next listener through will be asked that question, continuing until a wrong answer is 
given. This will continue until all the questions for that day are asked.  
 
The phone lines will close at 1345 to allow the last people on hold to get through to air. The number to call to 
enter the competition is 0800 111 4041. Calls are free from landlines and mobiles. No other method of entry 
will be accepted. Only one entry is allowed per listener per round of the competition.  
 
4. If you enter either before the opening time or after the closing time specified above your entry will not be 
accepted.  
 
5. Winners can enter subsequent rounds of the competition.  
 
6. The prize each week will is a Dave Monk Pub Quiz glass tankard.  
 
7. The prize is stated as above. There is no cash alternative and the prize cannot be sold or transferred in any 
circumstances. The BBC reserves the right to substitute or supplement any element of the prize.  
 
8. The BBC's decision as to entrants taking part and winners is final. No correspondence relating to the 
competition will be entered into.  
 
9. Entrants agree to take part in any post-competition publicity if required. The names of winners will be 
made public.  
 
10. This competition is conducted in line with the BBC's code of conduct for competitions, which can be 
found on http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines/appendix2  
 

mailto:essex@bbc.co.uk


 
11. The BBC reserves the right to: (i) amend these terms and conditions including, but not limited to, the 
competition opening and closing times; (ii) disqualify any entrant who breaches the rules or has acted 
fraudulently in any way; (iii) where applicable, disqualify an entrant or winner, withdraw or substitute any 
prize, should any entrant, winner or their guest at any stage exhibit inappropriate or dangerous behaviour 
(including, but not limited to being under the influence of alcohol, illegal drugs or chemical substances or 
causing a nuisance) before or whilst on air, attending BBC premises or where the prize includes attendance 
to an event, exclusion from that event; and (iv) impose any additional entry restrictions or requirements 
should the prize being offered require such restrictions or requirements (including but not limited to tickets 
for events with an age minimum or other entry requirements).  
 
12. The BBC, their sub-contractors, subsidiaries and/or agencies cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever 
for any technical failure or malfunction or any other problem with any server, system, network or mobile 
operator or service provider or otherwise which may result in any registration not being properly logged or 
not recorded.  
 
13. Entrants will be deemed to have accepted these rules and to agree to be bound by them when entering 
this competition.  
 
14. The competition is run by the BBC. The applicable law is that of England and Wales.  

 


